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Overall Campus
To keep you updated regarding what is happening in the area and have access to information even between these mailings, we recommend that you download the Mitt Campus app, where we regularly update with current information about things that may affect your everyday life. There is gathered information about the campus, about the buildings and contact information for our employees. In addition, you can easily create and follow your error report.

Did you know that in 2020, the operations technician at Akademiska Hus has carried out approximately 3,600 inspection and maintenance points of installations, doors, gates, equipment and more for preventive purposes? In addition, they have received and handled over 1400 error reports. Efforts that may not always be visible but that make a big difference.

Outdoor environment
Geotechnical investigations to investigate the land where the Delta Quarter is to be built will be carried out during week 11 and possibly during week 12.

The geotechnical investigation involves drilling to be able to analyze the soil types and get information about rock-free depth. Drilling will take place around the entire existing house D as well as a few individual samples closer to house E.
The work will start towards Rainbow avenue and a timed drilling plan will be developed and coordinated with the relevant activities.

Rainbow avenue

Between House A och House D
During week 11, work will begin on erecting a screen against house D. It will extend along the house on Rainbow avenue and a bit up after Norra Vintergatan between house D and house E.

Nine parking spaces will be closed for two days during week 11 for the installation of a new transformer station. This applies to the car park behind house D, P1 at Laboratorievägen. The affected car parks are those located within the red marking on the barrier map below.

Between House C och House F
The barriers for the renovations of house C now run along the facade towards Rainbow avenue. Entrance C12 is closed and we direct you to use entrance C14 or the entrances on the south side of the house instead.
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House A/α
Replacement of lighting in room A1521 will be carried out Thursday-Friday week 11. It can also mean minor / shorter disturbances for adjacent spaces as the power needs to be cut off for shorter periods.

House B/β
Work on rebuilding room B1310 into a studio is underway.

House C
The rebuilding of house C is, as previously mentioned, in an intensive phase where the work is going on simultaneously in several different places in the house. We understand that this can cause disruptions in everyday life and hope for your patience.
During week 10, the scaffolding on stage 1 begins to be dismantled and soon we can see how the new design begins to take shape.
Exterior wall replacement on both levels 2 and 3 is underway in stage 2 along the long side towards pavilion U.
In stage 3, which extends up on Rainbow avenue, weather protection and scaffolding will be installed for future work.

House F
The work at Tunga labb is ongoing inside the erected roadblocks.

Students House
On Wednesday 17 March, Students House will be without electricity from 07.00-16.00 due to electricity connection. If the work cannot be carried out as planned, there will be a reserve time on Wednesday 24 March at 07.00-16.00.